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The study entitled "Impact of farm advertisement in creating awareness 
amo~g rural pe~ple" ~as conducted by taking a number of companies dealing with 
ag~o-I~puts avallab~e In. the capital city of the State of Orissa with the foll?wing 
obJectives. (1) To Identify the source and modes of Farm Advertisement In the 
State, (2) To study about the compatibility of the farm advertisements w.r.t. 
frequency, time and langUage, concept and content etc. to the rural people. (3) To 
study about the purpose of such Farm advertisements. (4) To assess the impact of 
these fa~ ad~ertisements on rural people. It was an ex-post facto type ~f action 
research In which the company profile along with its concern about advertisements 
in parti.cular w~~ collected through personal approach from the respective, 
authentic authontles, based in the capital city of Orissa. 

The facts and figures thus collected where analyzed as per the objectives of 
the study. The points that can be reiterated in the abstract of the study that in this 
age of advertisement with the fastest possible communication media available 
advertisements serve dual purposes of educating the target groups as well as 
bringing in profits and prosperity to the advertisers. For this purpose the best 
possible communication channels available are to be harnessed rather a 
combination of mass and group method serves better. In addition to all the above 
the advertisement need to be perfectly compatible to the target groups in respect of 
time, language, concept and content. The news about the product and competitive 
advantage it has over its substitutes should be the basic appeals inside the 
advertisements in order to result a concrete impact on the rural people. 

There is wide scope of more in-depth study in this field, for those interested 
in future. This piece of investigation will definitely serve as a pilot work for research 
works in the field of agricultural and social science. 
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INTROVUCTION 

Information has proved to be the key to success. In this information 

Technology (IT) Age there is rush of information providers who try to occupy as 

many as space in the hard disk of human mind deleting the competitors. In this 

world every man means business .. Everyone tries to establish his domain 

leaving no choice for others. Urban or Rural, Information has become 

indispensable for every human being to exist, to grow and to sustain him. 

Advertisements claim to be the most effective means of communication now-a

days. Advertisements relate to commercialization, it means business to 

concerns. Advertisements add value to products, make easy understanding of 

concepts. Precisely in context of farming and rural people, advertisement plays 

a crucial role in creating awareness, motivation and leaves a greater impact 

there after. An indiscriminate, un-interrupted information flow is essential to 

provide the rural farmers a basket of options to make a choice of best of the 

best for them. Best of the best technologies generated and inputs/products 

developed or manufactured has to reach lhe end user i.e. the farmers. In this 

age of e - commerce and e - business, one rarely finds time for a 

demonstration to test or validate a product whereas advertisements play a vital 

role in creating an impact upon the rural people. It is also faster and cost 

effective. Today advertisements have become essential for both the farm input 

and output sellers. 

The present scenario of World Trade Agreements have enlarged the 

domain, need and scope of farm advertisements globally. A tremendous effort is 



being incorporated by the sources comprising of celebrities, animation and 

computer effects, children, animals, plants and emotional/humorous actions etc. 

to create a concrete impact upon the target groups. Advertisements have drastic 

cutting edges that sharpen, brush up and polish out the acquired knowledge of 

farmers most effectively and efficiently. 

Among the various communication methods, mass communication plays a 

vital role in diffusing innovation by conducting propaganda, educating and 

enlightening people and creating consciousness for agricultural development. 

Among the various mass .communication methods, "Advertising" is a specific 

method that has gained a special significance in this modern communication 

era. 

Agricultural advertising as a media of mass communication to deliver rural 

needs is relatively a new phenomenon. Farmers have been benefited through 

the knowledge and information about agricultural innovators, inputs, marketing 

strategies provided by the advertisements. But, sometimes it is observed that 

rural advertising misleads people giving false claims in agricultural products and 

services. 

It is fascinating as to how people choose a particular 

product or brand. One has to be very clear that 

advertising acts only as a guide and an influencing 

agent in the decision making process. 



Agricultural advertising as a medium of mass communication to satisfy rural 

needs is relatively a new phenomenon. Many a business houses and public 

sector companies besides government are trying to reach the farmers through 

advertising. Thus advertising plays a major role in modern Indian Agriculture 

and agriculture related industries. Advertising as a force has to be understood in 

any marketing strategy, for the decision to go in for advertising means reaching 

out the unknown large consumer force with the inter-personal communications 

like sales promotion and publicity. It is believed that advertising creates an 

atmosphere wherein the sales promotion is made easy besides competing 

actively with the competitors in the market. 

This is besides creating and maintaining an image for the product. Rural 

marketing now offers tremendous scope for agencies which marketing has 

become a concept and rural marketing has become a concept and rural 

advertising derives strength from this concept. Advertising assists the 

consumers in their choice of products; it helps to understand the various 

advantages as well as multiplicity of the products available in the market. It is a 

question of choosing their right brand as well as to exert pressure as per their 

demands. Advertising consists of media messages paid for and signed by 

business firms or institutions that wish to increase the probability that those 

reached by the messages will behave or believe as the advertiser wished them 

to behave or believe. 



Advertising is defined as the dissemination of information concerning an 

idea, service or product to comps action in accordance with the intent of the 

advertiser (Anonymous, 1949) 

Looking at the growing demands from the farming community for inputs, 

services as well as technology several service providers are injecting their 

thoughts, ideas and products to the target group at a time through same 

pipeline i.e. the mass media. In this context the researcher feels tempted to go 

for a study of the impact of the farm advertisement in creating awareness 

among rural people with the following objectives spelled out below -

OBJECTIVES: 

1. To identify the source and modes of Farm Advertisement in the State 

2. To study about the compatibility of the farm advertisements w.r.t. frequency, 

time and language, concept and content etc. to the rural people. 

3. To study about the purpose of such F:arm advertisements. 

4. To assess the impact of these farm advertisements on rural people. 

,....,:4:~ 
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'REVIEW OF LITE'RA TIl'RE 

In order to conduct any scientific research, a systematic review of the past 

research studies is essential. It not only provides the different areas of the research 

but also provides the research outcomes with possible reasons. Its main function 

apart from determining the work done before and delineation of problems. 

1) To provide a basis for the development of theoretical frame work. 

2) To provide an insight into the methods and procedures. 

3) To suggest operational definitions. 

4) To provide a basis for interpretation of the findings. 

Therefore, keeping the above facts in view an attempt has been made in this 

chapter to collect some findings of the past studies and reports pertaining to the 

objectives of this study under the following headings. 

OBJECTIVE -1 

To identify the source and modes of Farm Advertisement in the 

State 

While describing 'Advertising as communication 'Weilbacher (1984) has 

given the single crucial reason that advertising does not work is that in specific 

instances the information it conveys never reaches the consumer at all, or is judged 

by the consumer to be either redundant, meaningless or irrelevant. . 



Successful advertising must reach consumers and cause some change in 

their knowledge, attitudes or behaviour. He has described "Advertising is 

communication that provides generally useful, relevant, and pertinent information 

upon which the consumer either acts immediately or stores for later reference, 

application and use". 

Singh and Kaur (1992) have explained that newspapers where preferred 

more for educational purposes, because it provided detailed information to the 

readers. Newspapers also have a retention value. One can consult it whenever one 

needs information about a part~cular subject/area. These findings are also 

supported by Singh (1987) who found that newspapers where ranked first on the 

basis of their use for information 'news' and 'Subject matter knowledge'. It can be 

said that reasons for owing mass media (radio, television and newspapers) are 

closely related to the functions performed by them in the context of the rural set up. 

Radio, television and newspapers are becoming popular in the villages. Thus 

mass media can be used effectively for educating the masses for rural 

development. Educational programmes coupled with entertainment programmes 

can be very effective not only for creating awareness and motivating masses for 

adoption of new technology but also providing healthy recreation. Lack of 

recreational facilities in the villages is responsible for the many ills of rural society. 

'"'-I:6:~ 



OBJECTIVE -2 

To study about the compatibility of the farm advertisements w.r.t. 

frequency, time and language, concept and content etc. to the rural 

people. 

Clyde (1964) reported that radio, T.V. & Newspaper are the three important 

media to carry the advertisement message to the target groups not only in the field 

of agriculture but also in all other fields from fig leafs to furs and beyond. 

The above findings have been supported by Schwartz (1981) who found that 

in Delhi villages, a large number of rural women were found to read newspaper 

regularly. Bhagat and Mathur (1989) reported that largest numbers of farm women 

read print media for stories and poems. Print media were also considered as a 

source of knowledge. 

Firth and Sengupta (1991) have argued that sharing advertising strategies 

and executions among countries is inappropriate in most cases and that effective 

advertising must be tailored to the particular cultural values of the country. 

Adnon (1991) suggested that to make advertisements supportive of 

development, there must be a working relationship between the advertising industry 

and the government. Also, the government could make it mandatory for the 

advertising industry to put aside a certain portion of its income to produce ads with 

development messages. Furthermore, ad agencies can provide their services in 

kind to the government for a specific campaign. 



Rajan (1991) has advised to select media which are flexible and would 

absorb messages to reflect the same without hurting credibility. 

Singh and Kaur (1992) found that most preferred items were 'news' (43 per 

cent) and stories (36 per cent) while 27 per cent of the women read educations 

articles which gave information about household messages. Less preferred item 

was advertisements (5.5 per cent). 

Behera and Muraty (1996) observed that Broadcasting time, duration and 

mode of presentation of the Farm programmes are important and should be made 

location specific and need based. 

The use of farm advertisements by farmers are fully controlled and 

determined by the degree to which an individual is exposed to them. Lack of 

creativity in farm advertisem~nt attributes to the reason behind medium level of 

exposure of target groups. The higher percent of respondents have an exposure to 

farm advertisement through radio due to its lower cost and its respondents in all the 

3 media are exposed occasionally to farm advertisements due to unmatched, time 

of broadcasting of farm advertisements. 

OBJECTIVE -3 

To study about the purpose of such Farm advertisements 

Sandage (1959) reported that farmers believe advertising to be a positive 

force in their economy and their society, but at the same time were skeptical about 

the basic efficiency of advertising. 

,...,.:8:-



Aaker and Mycrs (1982) gave reasons of viewers' attending to advertising 

viz to gain useful information and advertising which is perceived as informative, 

could playa role in consumer information programmes in which the end objective is 

to enhance an image or to improve consumer satisfaction. 

Sehera and Muraty (1996) stated that Radio and T.V. playa significant role 

in disseminating Farm information to farmers these media have great potentiality in 

creating mass awareness on agricultural problems. Since the vast rural farming 

community is the intended consumer of the farm message, it becomes necessary to 

know how for the programmes are suitable for them. 

Ameja and Singh (1998) reported that the farm advertisements as revealed 

from the study contain useful message, should be sufficiently attractive and 

appropriate in number in case of mag~zines I periodicals. 

Sasikumar and Selvaraj (1998) express their view that the extent of 

exposure of farmers to farm advertisements would be increased if they have more 

orientation towards science and high degree of attention towards innovations and 

of more orientation towards urban contact. 

Raizada and Grover (2000) explained that sufficient gain in knowledge is 

due to need based, valid, clear, comprehensive and timely message that is easily 

understandable and of immediate interest to the respondents. 

1"W:9:,..., 



OBJECTIVES - 4 

To assess the impact of these farm advertisements on 

ru ral people. 

Harkal (1979) stated that the use of pictures along with words often added 

tremendously to clarity of the idea and found a positive relationship between the 

presence of photographs or illustrations and readership. 

Aaker and Norris (1982) reported that advertising contributes to the health 

and vitality of the economic system in part by providing information of economic 

value to the audience. 

Mehta (1982) stated that business in agricultural field also conveys number 

of messages to farmers through advertisements in magazines, newspapers, 

posters, television, radio, direct mail and many other media. They are generally 

intended to promote goods and services to the consumers. 

Choudhary and Oasgupta (1986) stated that farm magazine in the field of 

agriculture serves the farm people in 3 ways inform, guide and entertain. 

Advertisements in farm magazines playas an important factor to motivate the farm 

people. 

Sangle et al. (1986) reported that nearly 85 per cent farmers were found to 

be exposed to advertisements on fertilizers they used, 40 per cent of them used 

fertilizer due to exposure to such advertisement. 

Finn (1988) reported that size of an advertisement itself influences 

advertisement prominence and consequent attention to the advertisement. He 

,...,: 10 : ,.., 



further stated that pictorial superiority effect is partly because the pictures often are 

the most prominent part of advertisements. 

Dey, P.K. (1990) found that the key function of advertising is informing but is 

now expected to entertain also. 

Furthermore, consumers' expectations and attitude were also changing 

towards advertising. People had much more positive attitude towards advertising 

than it was five years ago. 

Kamins (1990) indicates that though physically attractive celebrity endorsers 

can influence attention to an ad, they can also enhance brand-related responses 

when they are relevant for the product category/message. 

Singha and Jaura (1993) inferred through his study that majority of the 

readers of Changi Kheti found the advertisements to be useful, relevant and timely. 

Singh and Pruthi (1993) reported that advertisements act as catalyst in the 

increasing complex marketing task. It is a powerful instrument for the elimination of 

ignorance and disseminates information about products and services on an 

organized and mass basis. It helps the consumer in making wise choice and 

making them aware about new products. Advertising contributes to sharpen the 

edges of competition, which in turn creates pressure not only for maintaining 

quality, but also for improving it. 

Nataraju and Perumal (1993) found that photographs were most preferred 

among all other types of illustrations by the readers of Krishivignana (80.00 per 

cent) and Krishiloka (78.00 per cent). Drawings and cartoons were preferred to 

second and third rank. 
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'RESEA'RCH MEn-£C9VC9LC9GY 

This chapter deals with various research procedures followed by the 

investigator to analyze the problem during the course of investigation. They have 

been presented in detail under the following heads. 

Problem and Procedure: 

a. Selection of problem 

b. Research design 

c. Location of the study 

d. Sampling procedure 

II Tools and Techniques 

III Statistical measures. 

I) Problem and Procedure: 

a) Selection of the problem 

One of the most important factors in Social Research is the selection 

and conceptualization of research problem. The generalized concept 

indicates that proper formulation of a problem is often more essential then its 

solution. As has been stated earlier, the present investigation aims to study 

the impact of farm advertisement in creating awareness among rural people 

The prevailing scenario in agriculture sector after the L.P.G. concept 

and GAIT agreements has compelled the Indian farmers to be more 

conscious about the cost of production per unit output in order to be able to 

compete in the global market. Credit and market happens to be the two end 



points of the production continuum. In order to get maximum profit, minimum 

should be the cost of inputs. So one has to be careful both ways, in making 

rational use of the available resources as well as getting a proper price of the 

produce. Selecting the best possible combination and taking a decision 

mainly depends upon the information and knowledge available with the user. 

It is at this junction mass media plays a vital role through providing a galaxy 

of farm informations and advertisements to the farmers. Advertising is 

essential in today's world (Brown et al 1978). In the twenties, advertising had 

become a necessary ingredient in the total business mix including agriculture 

all over the world. An advertisement functions as a link between producer 

and consumer, which leaves an ever lasting impression in the minds of 

buyers. Advertisement educates, informs and persuades the buyers about 

the product advertised. 

At the same time unhealthy competition between producers and 

service providers misguide and mislead the rural people mostly farmers. In 

this context the study "Impact of farm advertisement in creating awareness 

among rural people" is selected. 

b) Research Design : 

According to Lindquist (1956) research design is the plan, structure 

and strategy of investigation conceived so as to obtain answers to the 

research questions and to control variance. In this study attempt has been 

made to define the problem, writing down the operational procedure, 

collecting relevant information and finally analysing them to get specific 

,...., : 13 : -., 



results. The present investigation comes within the research design of Ex-

post-facto in nature. 

Ex-Post-facto research according to Kerlinger (1994) is a systematic 

empirical enquiry in which the their manifestations have already occurred or 

because they are not inherently not manipulate. 

c) Location of study : 

The study was conducted in the state of Orissa, limited to the capital 

city Bhubaneswar as because most of the companies have their head 

quarters in the capital city which was thought to be authentic source of 

information outlets regarding the activities, turnovers, jurisdictions and range 

of products 

Information regarding the advertisers selected -

51. Advertiser Established Operational Products Outlay Turnover Any 
No. area iAnnuall other 

d) Sampling procedure : 

Both purposive and random sampling procedure~ were followed to 

select the sample advertisers of the study. The state and the capital city are 

selected purposefully keeping in view limitations of the investigator and list of 

the advertisers available were collected and random selection was do'ne to 

finalize the advertisers under study. 

~: 14 : ~ 
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Most of the advertisements are brought out by business concerns and 

these find a way out to reach the targeted audience mainly through mass 

media for example radio, television, newspapers and other printed and audio 

visual media. This makes it difficult to identify a region, village, block or a 

locality that has not been under mass media coverage to make a 

comparative study about the impact of farm advertisements in creating 

awareness. To add to that it is again difficult to access it from the 

farmers/people directly because who can guarantee that the knowledge, skill 

and attitudinal change has been the result of mass media only that is due to 

farm advertisements. Along with the mass media there are a number of 

extension outlets prevailing in the entire state that play an active role in 

transfer of technology and advisory service. 

It is therefore thought proper to begin with the advertisers, their 

history· or background and as they progress in their achievements and 

experiences that could probably indicate a measurable success criteria to 

end up with the desired end result that is either to educate the people or to 

enhance the sale of the product concerned. 

Again, advertisements playa vital role in creating awareness among 

the viewers through mass media that generates interests and ends up with 

adoption passing through evaluation and trial stages. In order to study the 

impact of awareness one has to measure or quantify the adoption that is 

what awareness ends up with over a considerable period of time required for 

an impact study. On the other way that leads to sales promotion of the 

,....,: 15: -



advertisers. Therefore advertisement is taken as the independent variable on 

which depends the quantity of the products sold as the dependent variable, 

other thing remaining constant. It is hereby understood that the advertisers 

under this study stand as the respondents. 

II) Tools and Techniques: 

A well designed questionnaire rather an appropriate format was developed 

and pre-tested with one of the advertisers as regards to collection of required 

informations regarding their advertisements taken up and the resuits there to. It was 

not exactly interviewing but a bit of rapport building and seeking the pertinent data 

from the well known and experienced executives of the companies understudy. 

III) Statistical Measures: 

Generally in behavioral research and action research studies like that of this 

one, the use of parametric statistics has got less scope. However, attention has 

been focused in establishing the cause and effect relationship among the 

behavioral phenomena and related factors 
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fINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 

OBJECTIVE-1 : 

> To identify the source and modes of Farm Advertisement in 
the State 

Farmer is not merely a producer of agricultural commodity; he is also a 

consumer of various inputs like seeds, water, power, fertilizers, pesticides, etc. 

which requires monetary input. He is exploited by number of agencies. 

The information needs of rural houses and the major channels radio, 

televisions, films, exhibition, video, traditional media and explanation regarding 

system approach to provide quick information to rural people were highlighted 

(Prasad, 1991). 

Every advertiser wants their advertising materials to sell the product 

effectively. Here, the scope for creativity in advertising preparation is enormous and 

more so in rural advertising. 

Content analysis is one of the most important research techniques in the 

social sciences (Krippendorff, 1980; Meadow, 1991; Chatterjee, 1976) in present 

study; advertisements related to rural needs were collected and classified as per 

Welibacher (1981) using content analysis methodology into following basic 

appeals: 



1. Product/service features appeal. 

2. News about product/service appeal. 

3. Product I service competitive advantage appeal. 

4. Product I service popularity appeal. 

5. Fear I security appeal. 

6. Consumer self-enhancement appeal, and 

7. Consumer service appeal. 

Table No.1: Information regarding the advertisers selected 

51. Advertiser Established Operational Products Turnover 
No. area (Annual) 

1. MAHYCO Seeds 1964 Whole State Vegetable 1.5 crores 

of Orissa seeds 

2. NUNHEMS 1988 Whole State Seeds 0.5 crores 

PROAGRO Seeds of Orissa 

3. IFFCO 1967 Whole State Fertilizer 80 crores 

of Orissa 

4. PPl 1981 Whole State Fertilizer 92.5 crores 

of Orissa 

5. CFl 1964 Whole State Fertilizer 120 crores 

of Orissa 

6. Ril 1961 Whole State Pesticides 10.2 crores 

of Orissa 

7. Bil 1973 Whole State Pesticides 6.6 crores 

of Orissa 

8. DPl 1969 Whole State Pesticides 4.8 crores 

of Orissa 
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Keeping in view the limitation of the researcher as regards to time money 

and material, the advertising company based in the capital city of Orissa i.e .. 

Bhubaneswar the companies were selected purposefully as shown in the above 

table No.1. Two of them are leading companies dealing with vegetables seeds 

since last two to four decades with annual turn over ranging from 0.5 to 1.5 crores. 

Three of they are reputed fertilizer companies namely Indian Farmers Fertilizer 

Co-operative Ltd., (IFFCO), Paradeep Phosphates Ltd., (PPL) and Caramandal 

Fertilizers LTd., (CFL). These too are established companies in the field of 

agriculture development through sale and promotion of fertilizers as well as 

knowledge on it. The annual turn over ranges from 80 to 120 crores. Next are three 

pesticides handling companies namely Ralis India Ltd., (RIL), Bayers India Ltd., 

(BIL) and Dhanuka Pesticides Ltd. (DPL). To note here all these companies are 

operating in the entire state of Orissa. 
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Table NoD 2 : Source and modes of Farm Advertisement in the State 
-

StNo. Name of Advertiser Product Source/media Mode/Form 1. MAHYCO Seeds Vegetable News paper, Pictorial & written, 
seeds Radio, Audio, 

Other company Personal contact and 
literatures, demonstration. 
Walling & hoardings. 

2. NUNHEMS PROAGRO Seeds News paper, Pictorial & written, . Seeds Radio, Audio, 
Other company Personal contact and 
literatures. demonstration 

3. IFFCO Fertilizer Television Audio-Visual, 
News paper Pictorial and written. 

4. PPl Fertilizer Television, Audio visual, 
News paper, Pictorial and written, 
Radio, Audio. 
Walling & hoardinQs. 

5. CFl Fertilizer Radio, Audio, 
News paper, Pictorial and written. 
Walling & hoardings. 

6. Ril Pesticides Radio, Audio, 
News paper, Pictorial and written. 
Walling & hoardings. 

7. Bil Pesticides News paper. Pictorial and written. 

8. DPl Pesticides Radio, Audio, 
News paper. Pictorial & written. 

Target audience 
Farmers 

Farmers 

Farmers 

Farmers 

Farmers 

Farmers 

Farmers 

Farmers 



As regards source and modes of advertisements is concerned almost all 

these companies under study use mass media like radio, television and other print 

media as source of communication. Walling and hoardings at common places also 

find a major means for creating awareness among the rural people. In addition to 

all these pictorial, written and audio-visual forms, most" of these companies do 

emphasize on personal contact and demonstration in the farmers fields, which they 

think to be more effective, citing the socio-economic and educational background of 

Orissa farmers. Again the competitive spirit of substitutes makes them go for 

demonstration plots and field days including farmers meetings because ultimately 

farmers are regarded as the target audience for their product and services. 

OBJECTIVE-2: 

~ To study about the compatibility of the farm 
advertisements w.r.t. frequency, time and language, 
concept and content etc. to the rural people. 

Advertising campaigns vary in their creativity. Clearly, the creativity factor 

can be more important than the number of dollars spent. Only after gaining 

attention can a commercial help to increase brand sales. Advertisers go through 

four steps to develop a creative strategy: message generation, message evaluation 

and selection, message execution, and social responsibility review. A good ad 

normally focuses on one core selling proposition. The message should be rated on 

desirability, exclusiveness, and believability. 

Creative people must also find a cohesive style, tone, words, and format for 

executing the message. Any message can be presented in a number of execution 
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styles: slice of life, lifestyle, fantasy, mood or image, musical personality symbol, 

technical expertise, scientific evidence, and testimonial. 

From time immemorial, marketers have used celebrities to endorse their 

products. A well-chosen celebrity can draw attention to a product or brand. 

Creativity is especially required for headlines. Format elements such as 

advertisement size, color and illustration will affect an advertisement's impact as 

well as its cost. A minor rearrangement of mechanical elements can improve 

attention-getting power. Larger-size advertisements gain more attention, though not 

necessarily by as much as their difference in cost. Four-color illustrations increase 

advertisement effectiveness and advertisement cost. By planning the relative 

dominance of different elements, better delivery can be achieved. A number of 

researchers into print advertisements report that the picture, headline, and copy are 

important, in that order. The reader first notices the picture, and it must be strong 

enough to draw attention. 

The effect of exposures on audience awareness depends on the exposures' 

reach, frequency, and impact. Media planners make their choice among media 

categories by considering the target-audience, media habits, product, message and 

cost. 
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Table NOa 3: Compatibility of the farm advertisements 
-

StNo. Product Frequency Time Language Concept 
(Weekly) 

1. MAHYCO Seeds 2 6.30 pm - 8.00 pm Oriya Productivity, 
Profitability. 

2. NUNHEMS 2 -- Oriya Disease resistance, 
PROAGRO Seeds Quality. 

3. IFFCO 4 4 pm-7 pm Oriya Quality, 
Production, 
Profitability . 

4. PPL 8 6am-7 am Oriya Quality, 
5.30 pm-7.30 pm Production, 

Confidence. 
5. CFL 6 6 pm-7 pm Oriya Productivity, 

Low wastage, 
Quick result. 

6. RIL 5 5 pm-6.30 pm Oriya Productivity , 
Better protection, 
Modern technology. 

7. BIL 4 - Oriya Reliable, 
More protection, 
Production. 

8. DPL 3 5.30 pm-8 pm Oriya More effective, 
Better quality. 

- - ---- --

Content 
Artist Materials 

Farmer Seeds & 
crops 

Farmer Seeds & 
crops 

Male & female Fertilizer & 
farmer crops 

Male & female Fertilizer & 
farmer crops, 
Film star mobike 
Male farmer Fertilizer & 

crops, 
money 

Farmer Crops, 
pests, PP 
equipments 
pesticide 

Farmer Crops, 
pests, PP 
equipments 
pesticide 

Farmer Crops, 
pests, PP 
equipments 
pesticide 



Nowaday's maximum importance being attached to compatibility of the 

techniques and technologies with that of the farmers situations and needs. In other 

wards we say it should be need based / demand driven and situation specific. This 

is the thought reflected with all the advertising companies shown in the table NO.3. 

Most of the companies in evening slot ranging from 5 to 8 p.m. through radio and 

television sets. PPL also uses the morning slot from 6 to 7 a.m. to reach the 

farmers through radio. The concept with the seed companies is mostly with 

productivity and quality assurance. As regards the fertilizer companies are 

concerned production /productivity and profitability happens to be the major things. 

In this context the companies handling pesticides use reliability, effective and better 

plant protection technology along with productivity as the concept behind their 

advertisements. No doubt all the advertisers use Oriya the local language as the 

means of communication. The seeds and pesticides companies are less frequent 

than the fertilizer companies in respect of reaching and remembering it the 

audience through mass media apart from personal and group contact methods. 

Most of these companies used their product relating to the progressiveness of the 

user farmer in general. PPL in particular uses celebrities to attract the audience and 

a farmer riding a motor cycle as the mark of social status and progressiveness. 
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Table No.4: Basic appeals in the content of the advertisements. 

Company Product Service News about Competitive Popularity Self enhance 
appeal productl advantage mentappeal 

Service 
MAHYCO Vegetable x ./ ./ ./ x 

Seeds seeds 

NUNHEMS Seeds x ./ x X X 

PROAGRO 

Seeds 

IFFCO Fertilizer x ./ ./ ./ X 

PPL Fertilizer x ./ ./ ./ ./ 

CFL Fertilizer x ./ ./ ./ ./ 

RIL Pesticides x ./ x X X 

BIL Pesticides x ./ x x X 

DPL Pesticides x ./ x X X 
- -- -_.-

Fearl Consumer 
security service 
appeal 

x x 

X x 

X ./ 

X x 

X x 

./ x 

~ x 

./ X 



.1',,1 

As far as the subject matter of the advertisement is concerned most of the 

companies have a appeal about their product, the advertisement provides the news 

or first hand information about the availability of the product and its quality. 

Secondly the advertisement companies like MAHYCO seeds, IFFCO, PPL and CFL 

take a bigger hand of declaring theirs as the leading company with maximum 

popularity in the respective field. They too try to prove themselves as the better 

ones and have a competitive advantage than the substitutes available in the 

market. PPL and CFL also have an self enhancement appeal. Showing the 

positive points of success and link the product which was key to their success. 

These advertisements give personal touch and individualism to their messages to 

unfold personal dimensions. Again pesticides companies use fear of an insecurity 

future ahead, appealing to be careful well ahead of that situation. Nowaday the 

fertilizer company IFFCO has started a consumer service appeal through insurance 

facility. 
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Table No.5: Techniques used for consumer promotion. 

Company Product Sample Cash Price off Prizes 
Refund 

MAHYCO Seeds Vegetable x x x 0/ 

seeds 

NUNHEMS Seeds 0/ x x X 

PROAGRO Seeds 

IFFCO Fertilizer 0/ x 0/ 0/ 

PPl Fertilizer 0/ x 0/ 

CFl Fertilizer 0/ x 0/ 0/ 

Ril Pesticides x x x 0/ 

Bil Pesticides x x x x 

DPl Pesticides x x 0/ 0/ 

Free trial Warranty Demonstration 

0/ 0/ 0/ 

0/ 0/ 0/ 

0/ X 0/ 

0/ X 0/ 

0/ X 0/ 

0/ X 0/ 

0/ x 0/ 

0/ x 0/ 



Table No.5 shows all these companies use free trials and demonstrations to 

proove their worth in the field to establish themselves as the best possible alternate 

available to attract the consumers towards their product. They also use free 

samples and declare price offs at certain periods of the year. Exposure visits in the 

name of prizes are also awarded to the users in order to develop consumer 

promotion. The seeds company namely MAHYCO and NUNHEMS also give 

warranty for their products to gain the faith and confidence of the users on their 

organization. 

OBJECTIVE-3: 

> To study about the purpose of such farm advertisements 

Advertising can be defined as a communication tool that helps to sell goods, 

services, and ideas. The media depends in varying degrees on advertiSing for its 

income. Advertising serves as a useful means for sales promotion. Advertising will 

inform as to the existence of a product and will describe it in terms of satisfaction of 

customer's need. Advertising will allude to price or mention its specific target 

audience, advertising will indicate the products superiority over the competition, 

advertisement will ask the audience to take action and respond. If the need to 

advertise arises and the advertising message itself does not do all of the required 

things, it is misconceived and should not be used. 

The advertising objectives flow from prior decisions to target decisions on 

market, market positioning, and marketing mix. Many specific communication and 
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sales objectives can be assigned to advertising. Advertising objectives can be 

classified according to whether their aim is to inform, persuade or remind. 

Informative advertising figures heavily in the pioneering stage of a product 

category where the objective is to build primary demand. 

Persuasive advertising becomes important in the competitive stage, where a 

company's objective is to build selective demand for a particular brand. 

Reminder advertising is important" with mature products. 

The advertising objective should emerge from a thorough analysis of the 

current marketing situation. If the product class is mature, the company. is the 

market leader, and brand usage is low, the proper objective should be to stimulate 

more usage. If the product class is new, the company is not the market leader, but 

the brand is superior to the leader, then the proper objective is to convince the 

market of the brand's superiority. 
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Table No.6: Purpose of advertisement 

Company Medial Model 
source form 

MAHYCO Seeds News paper, Pictorial & written, 
Radio, Audio, 
Other company Personal contact and 
literatures, demonstration. 
Walling & hoardings. 

NUNHEMS News paper, Pictorial & written, 
PROAGRO Radio, Audio, 
Seeds Other company Personal contact and 

literatures. demonstration. 
IFFCO Television, Audio-Visual, 

News paper. Pictorial and written. 
PPl Television, Audio visual, 

News paper, Pictorial and written, 
Radio, Audio. 
Walling & hoardings. 

CFl Radio, Audio, 
News paper, Pictorial and written. 
Walling & hoardings. 

Ril Radio, Audio, 
News paper, Pictorial and written. 
Walling & hoardings. 

Bil News paper. Pictorial and written. 
DPl Radio, Audio, 

Newspaper. Pictorial and written. 

Informative I Persuasivel Reminder Any other 
educating sales 

promotion 
Both Both Yes To compete with 

other substitutes 

: 

Both Both Yes --

Informative Both' No To compete with 
other substitutes 

Informative Sales Yes To compete with 
promotion other substitutes 

Both Both Yes To compete with 
other substitutes 

Informative Sales Yes --
promotion 

Informative Persuasive No --
Both Persuasive No --



Purpose of an advertisement bears a direct relationship with the impact it 

leaves thereafter. In this particular study the researcher have tried to find out the 

very purpose behind the advertisement given by the advertisers whether it is 

informative/educating etc .. As revealed from table no. 6 the seeds company have a 

very information providing role, simultaneously educating the farmers regarding the 

worth of quality seeds so also CFl and DPL. At the same time other established 

companies like IFFCO, PPl, Ril and Bil mostly concentrate on providing the 

information about their product in the market. Anyway the sole objectives are 

purpose behind giving advertisements to various media is to increase the 

marketability of the products i.e. sales promotion. Most of the companies agree to 

this proposition that along with persuading the target audience they concentrate on 

sales promotion for their product in all aspects possible. Except IFFCO,Bll and 

DPl all the rest agree that they also use the advertisements as· a factor of 

reminding the end users about the utility of their products. The already established 

companies like IFFCO, CFl, PPl along with new entrants like MAHYCO seeds 

also have another intention of competing with the other substitutes available in the 

market. 

OBJECTIVE - 4: 

~ To assess the impact of these farm advertisements on 
rural people. 

The advertiser should conduct market research to determine which appeal 

works best with its target audience. The message's impact depends not only upon 
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what is said but also on how it is said. Some ads aim for rational positioning and 

other for emotional positioning. 

How does a company know if it will be spending the right amount ? If it 

spends too little, the effect will be negligible. If it spends to<? much, then some of the 

money could have been put to better use. 

There are five specific factors to consider when setting the advertising budget: 

a) Stage in the product life cycle. 

b) Market share and consumer base 

c) Competition and clutter 

d) Advertising frequency 

e) Product substitutability 

What sales are generated by an ad that increases brand awareness by 20 

per cent and brand preference by 10 per cent ? Advertising's sales effect is 

generally harder to measure than its communication effect. Sales are influenced by 

many factors, such as the product's features, price, and availability, as well as 

competitors' actions. The fewer or more controllable these other factors are, the 

easier it is to measure the effect on sales. The sales impact is easiest to measure 

in direct-marketing situations and hardest of measure in brand or corporate-image

building advertising. 

Companies are generally interested in finding out whether they are 

overspending or under-spending on advertising. A company's share of advertising 

expenditures produces a share of voice that earns a share of consumers' minds 

and hearts and ultimately a share of market. 
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The "unique selling proposition" platform theory (Reeves, 1961) which 

consists of the following points: 

1. Each advertisement must make a proposition to the consumer and convince 

that by possessing the product one will get a specific benefit, 

2. The proposition must be unique by brand or claim not made by any other 

advertiser, and 

3. The proposition must attract new customers to buy the product. 
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Table No.7: Impact of farm advertisements. 

Company Product Year of advertisement 

1997- 1998- 1999- 2000-
98 99 00 01 

MAHYCO Vegetable ,/ ,/ 

Seeds seeds 
NUNHEMS Seeds ,/ ,/ 

PROAGRO 
Seeds 
IFFCO Fertilizer ,/ ,/ 

PPL Fertilizer ,/ ,/ 

CFL Fertilizer ,/ ,/ 

RIL Pesticides ,/ ,/ ,/ 

BIL Pesticides ,/ ,/ 

DPL Pesticides ,/ ,/ 

- - -

Progress of sale (Matric Tonne) 

2001- 1997-98 1998-99 1999-00 2000-01 2001-02 
02 

1.29 1.38 1.99 2.1 2.98 

0.48 0.52 0.68 0.81 1.2 

72448 85012 102186 123420 182940 

18998 19119 20530 24218 32814 

56340 58520 61643 80320 96541 

209· 218 256 312 345 

108 120 136 160 183 

61 68 84 102 110 



The prime objective of advertisement is to create a general awareness 

among the viewers that leads to or generates interests within followed by 

evaluation mentally then trial and finally ends with adoption of the said message or 

information. In this particular study the researcher has tried to identify and locate 

the impact of farm advertisements in creating awareness within the viewers. In this 

case to be precise enough, most of the farm advertisers have a sales promotion 

perspective along with informing and educating the target audience. The only 

measurable indicator here is the progress made as regards the sale of the 

products. In this context the researcher has tried to prove even though farm 

advertisements do have certain negative impacts they result in sales promotion of 

the company as a positive indicator. It is clearly revealed in table no. 7 that the year 

of advertisement follows a considerable increase in the sales progress of the 

product during the corresponding years irrespective of seeds, fertilizers and 

pesticides. This is our indication of the adoption behavior of the target audience. 

Definitely there has been an increase in the knowledge, skill and attitude level of 

the end users, prior to adoption of the product. 
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Table No.8: Advertisement expenditures contributing to the progress of sales 

Company Product Year of advertisement Expenditure incurred (in lakhs) 

1997- 1998- 1999- 2000- 2001- 1997- 1998- 1999- 2000- 2001-
98 99 00 01 02 98 99 00 01 02 

MAHYCO Seeds Vegetable ./ ./ 40 45 
seeds 

NUNHEMS Seeds ./ ./ 1.44 1.62 
PROAGRO 
Seeds 

IFFCO Fertilizer ./ ./ 80 93 

PPl Fertilizer ./ ./ 78 98 

CFL Fertilizer ./ ./ 102 110 

RIL Pesticides ./ ./ ./ 94 96 104 
: 

BIL Pesticides ./ ./ 26 34 

DPL Pesticides ./ ./ 31 33 

Competitorsl 
substitutes 

SRIMAA 
Seeds, 
NUNHEMS 
PROAGRO 
MAHYCO 
Seeds, 
SRIMAA 
Seeds 
PPL, CFL, 
NAGARJUNA 
CFL, 
NAGARJUNA, 
IFFCO,OSWA 
L 
PPL,IFFCO, 
OSWAL, 
NAGARJUNA 
BIL, DPL, 
NAGARJUNA 
DPL, RIL, 
NAGARJUNA 
RIL,BIL 
NAGARJUNA 



The above table clearly indicates that more the number of competitors more 

the emphasis is upon advertising in a proper manner and perfect time to cope up 

with the changing scenario. The new companies have to part with more 

expenditure on advertising to compete with already established products. Generally 

it ranges from 2 to 5 % of the company's budget towards· expenditure head of the 

advertisements. Most of the companies do not take it as a regular feature rather 

intermittently when they feel the competitive strategies of other substitute 

companies in the market. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

The study entitled "Impact of farm advertisement in creating awareness 

among rural people" was conducted by taking a number of companies dealing with 

agro-inputs available in the capital city of the State of Orissa with the following 

objectives :-

(1) To identify the source and modes of Farm Advertisement in the State, 

(2) To study about the compatibility of the farm advertisements w.r.t. frequency, 

time and language, concept and content etc. to the rural people. 

(3) To study about the purpose of such Farm advertisements. 

(4) To assess the impact of these farm advertisements on rural people. 

It was an ex-post facto type of action research in which the company profile 

along with its concern about advertisements in particular was collected through 

personal approach from the respective, authentic authorities, based in the capital 

city of Orissa. 

Advertisement campaigns in the rural areas should be simple and at the 

same time provocative. There is no need to stick on to the routine language ethics 

while preparing the rural advertisements. Colloquial local phrases, popular rural 

language proverb messages need further attention for creating personal touch by 

individualizing the attack on target. The researchers like to point out at this stage 

that rural and agricultural advertisement is yet to deliver a healthy child. But it has a 

bright future and fortune. 



Advertising promotes a freedom of choice. This is because people need to 

be armed with a lot of information in order to make a meaningful choice-Starting 

with basic awareness of various products and brands, and going on to the specific 

unique benefit of each product, advertising has to offer a host of information to the 

existing and potential consumers. 

Many of the advertisements studied also raised the question: (1) Whether 

feedback research on responses of target groups was undertaken by ad agencies 

before launching the advertisement campaign; (2) Is it that advertisers are not in a 
. . 

position to bear the unaffordable advertising rates: (3) Is it true that 'Agricultural 

Advertising' is a special category for which specialized efforts are not done. 

Rural advertising should not have urban characteristics nor should urban 

advertising have rural dealings. Agricultural advertisements should have rural 

sentiments, philosophy, hopes and ways of rural life positioning through local 

language media. Agricultural advertisements aimed at urban targets should have 

urban characteristics and it should motivate the intermediary informal conSUltants to 

motivate the rural mass. 

Many of the advertisements studied have revealed the urban execution methods 

under rural settings. Perhaps 'Agricultural Advertising' is evolving and at this stage 

it is having transition position from urban to rural life. This may be due to lack of 

specialization in Agricultural Advertising. 

It seems that print media will remain the vital media in future. Also, its educational 

role will increase with the spread of education among rural women. It can be 
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concluded that audiences prefer to regard television and radio as being more for 

entertainment programme. The next preference goes for educational informational 

programmes. But, newspapers were preferred more to discern household 

messages. 

With an intention of summarizing the above study o'n the impact of farm 

advertisement in creating awareness among rural people the following points can 

be suggested. 

(1) Private companies and service providers perform better than the public 

concerns. 

(2) Availability of alternatives or substitute companies in the market enables 

the farmers to go for the best alternative that suits in. 

(3) Advertisements along with sales promotion do act as information 

providers and create awareness among the target audience. 

(4) Mass media proves to be the most effective for farm advertisements as 

regards cost and time factor is considered. 

(5) For Orissa farmers, in particular direct contact and field demonstrations 

playa major role in advertising as well as educating them. 

(6) More the frequency of advertisements better is the response of the 

viewers that helps in persuading them. 

(7) The morning and evening hours are the most befitting slots selected for 

the farmers and farm advertisements through mass media like radio and 

television. 
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(8) It is of course the regional language selected which acts as the most 

preferred language by the advertisers to motivate and convince the 

viewers. 

(9) Increasing the productivity and profitability forms the major theme of the 

advertisement concepts. 

(10) Along with the product, a successful farmer and farm women in some 

cases, form the content of the advertisement as regards to the artists and 

materials used. 

(11) Information about the products is used as the basic appeal in the content 

of the advertisement. 

(12) Popularity appeal and competitive advertisement may be given the 

second ranks as regards to the basic appeals in the content of different 

farm advertisement. 

(13) Free trials and demonstration are the main hand on techniques used for 

better convincing and motivating the farmers. 

(14) All the advertisers have a multipurpose objective behind releasing their 

advertisements i.e. informative, educating, sales promotion, reminding 

the audience about their products. 

(15) Farm advertisements have considerable impact on the sales promotion of 

different products of the concerned companies. 
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APPENDIX 

INTERVIEW SCHEDULE 

Name of the advertiser 

Year of establishment 

Operational area 

Products under marketing 

Annual turnover 

Any other information about 
the profile of the organization. 

PART-I 

SOURCE AND MODES OF FARM ADVERTISEMENT IN THE STATE 

1. Do you advertise your products? If yes please state briefly about the 
following 

51. No. Name of Product Source/media Mode/Form Target audience 
Advertiser 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

B. 



PART -II 

COMPATIBLITY OF FARM ADVERTISEMENTS TO THE AUDIENCE 

2. (A) Do you think the advertisements need to be compatible to the audience? 
If yes can indicate below under the following headings. 

SI.No. Product Frequency Time Language Concept Content 
(Weekly) Artist Materials 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

(8) What are the techniques you used for consumer promotion of your product? 
. 

Company Product Sample Cash Price Prizes Free Warranty Demons-
Refund off trial tration 

-: 11:-



(C) What are the basic appeals in the content of yours advertisements? 

Company Product Service News about Competitive Popularity Self enhance- Fearl Consumer 
appeal product! advantage mentappeal security service 

I Service appeal 

---



PART -III 

PURPOSE OF DIFFERENT FARM ADVERTISEMENTS 

3. What is the purpose behind your advertisements, please tick mark under following heads? 

Company Medial Model Informative Educating Persuasive Sales Reminder Any other 
source form promotion 

.-
<: 



PART-IV 

IMPACT OF DIFFERENT FARM ADVERTISEMENTS ON RURAL PEOPLE 

4. (A) Do you think there is a definite impact of these farm advertisements? If yes how do you measure it? Options-

(a) Sales promotion 
(b) Consumer appreciation 
(c) People's response 
(d) Any other 

If (a), can you give us the year of the advertisement and the corresponding progress of sale as below. 

Company Product Year of advertisement Progress of sale 

t~97-9~ 11991!~ 1999-00 I 2000-01 I 2001-02 1997-98 I 1998-99 I 1999-00 I 2000-01 I 2001-02 
-- --

<: 



-< -

(8) In which year you had released the advertisement, what was the budget for it ? Who are your competitors please state briefly under the 
following headings. 

Company Product Year of advertisement Expenditure incurred (in lakhs) Competitors/ 
substitutes 

1997 -98 I 1998-99 I 1999-00 I 2000-01 I 2001-02 1997 -98 I 1998-99 I 1999-00 I 2000-01 I 2001-02 


